
Future Competitions Structure (FCS) – Post Webinar FAQ’s 

Has a decision on the final league structure been determined? 
Absolutely not, the FCS Group is nearing the end of its work and the webinars have been one further 
important part of this work. The feedback we’ve received will help the group in moving towards final 
proposals, which will be formally shared with the Game later in the summer for final feedback, 
ahead of a final recommendation to Council for voting in early October.  
 
Are the four principles referred to in the presentation weighted or listed in priority? 
The principles are equally important and interdependent. So, in short they are not listed in priority 
or weighted. 
 
How did you decide what league structures to present during the webinars? 
The work of the FCS Group started in September 2019 and during that time we have collected huge 
amounts of data that has steered our work. This includes data from Electronic Matchcard (EMC), 
GMS, listening panels, surveys, and case studies.  
 
Whilst it’s important to note that whilst a final decision on changes to league structures has not 
been made, the work the FCS Group has already carried out ultimately led to the league structures 
that were presented during the webinars. 
 
What will the effect of COVID-19 on the 2020-21 season have on potential changes to league 
structures proposed through the FCS recommendations? 
At this time we do not know exactly when competitions will restart in season 20/21. However, the 
RFU will shortly communicate a series of competition models that have been developed, and can be 
applied to different start dates for the season in 20/21. The FCS group will keep a close eye on 
season 20/21 restart plans and any impact this may have on season 21/22 recommendations over 
the next few months. 
 
Why is a cup competition important? 
Recent studies, both through the FCS survey in February, and the National Rugby Survey before, 
have shown the appetite in the game for cup rugby is strong (over 90% of FCS survey respondents 
wanted a cup offer). Alongside this a significant proportion would like to consider a change to the 
current offer either in timing/placement in season, or how it is delivered/what format it is, and this 
was largely borne out on the webinars.  
 
What will the cup competitions look like i.e. Knockout, round-robin 
No decisions have been made on the specific details of how (or when) a cup will delivered. Feedback 
given on potential cup models from the webinars will feed into final thinking on proposals. 
How will the leagues be organised? 
In the proposals, the Leagues are organised on a regionalised basis within each level. This will involve 
all teams at a given level being grouped geographically. These groupings may disregard current CB 
and divisional boundaries in an effort to minimise travel across the country. This regionalisation will 
be carried out before each season in an attempt to continually minimise travel.  

  



Has a decision been made on the inclusion and level cap of Lower XVs team entering into the 
league structure? 

As noted above, no final decisions have been made. There has been a wide range of feedback on this 
issue that the FCS Group will be discussing before the final proposals are developed. 

Given the potential changes discussed, are there any planned changes to the Payment of Players 
regulations? 

The Payment of Players regulations, as per any regulation, are reviewed annually to ensure that they 
are fit for purpose. Potential changes would be considered alongside other regulation changes that 
may be necessary, depending on the changes made as a result of the Future Competitions Structure 
Group’s work. 

What if I have further questions or ideas? 

Please email Competitions-Development@RFU.com. 

 


